
Cyber Security 
Transformation 

Digital Transformation Acceleration Demands 
CyberSecurity Makeover

Based on IDC Surveys:
Top 3 Cyber Security Transformation Objectives

Cybersecurity – Key Technology investment area:

Top Cybersecurity Concerns

AI Based Security on the Rise

Essential Guidance

Identity / Access Management

Cloud

Maturing SOCs

Ensuring secured access management for the distributed workforce is a 

priority for 64% of organizations

With organizations adopting cloud in the region, cloud security is on 

transformation agenda for 66% of organizations

66% of organizations are transforming their security operations centers 
by investing in security analytics, visibility and response
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of government institutions plan to 
invest in cybersecurity and 

threat intelligence to tackle the 
growing threat landscape  

Challenge in seamless integration of security 
technologies 

Keeping up with the latest 
security technologies 

of organizations in the BFSI 
sector prioritize cybersecurity 
and threat intelligence driven 

by  complex regulations and 
compliance requirements  

Securing identity lifecycle of the 
distributed workforce though 
Digital identities and single 
sign-on are critical investment 
areas for 55% of Government 
and public sector organizations

In a survey of 85 companies in the GCC region, we asked senior decision markers responsible
 for IT security about their concerns. These are the top responses.
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Keeping up with the ever-expanding threat 
landscape and the sophistication of vectors 

of respondents plan to invest in identity, access, and privileged management solutions 
in the next 12 months. End user targeted attacks have increased significantly with the 
pandemic. For this reason, it is critical for organizations to prioritize identity and access 
management to protect their sensitive corporate data and Intellectual Property.

Cloud security investments have 
accelerated with the new normal

of businesses plan to roll out security controls and technologies in the cloud. Enterprises 
today are leveraging the scalability and availability benefits reaped from the cloud. 
Protection of these applications and data flows is of critical importance to enterprises
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Security consulting  (governance 
risk and compliance, audit, PCI 
DSS, etc.) 

Threat Intelligence

Managed security  (managed fire-
wall, managed DDOS, managed 
end-point services, managed 
SIEM, etc.)

of respondents already benefit from AI based 
fraud prediction and fraud prevention solutions

of organizations are currently exploring 
automated threat intelligence and 
prevention technologies

of respondents reported that they explore AI 
based automated threat intelligence and 
prevention (IT threat intelligence) in the next 12 
months

of the companies that participated in the survey 
reported that they plan to deploy AI based fraud 
prediction and prevention solutions in the next 
12 months
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Simplify Cloud Security 

Aim for near real-time threat 
detection and response

Secure the application lifecycle

Modernize Network Security

Holistic approach to privacy and 
data protection

Strengthen identity and access 
management

Brought to you by:

Identity is the new Perimeter

Leveraging security services
Complexity of the increased threat landscape is driving the use of security 
services provided by external service providers
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To find out more on how GBM and IBM can help you accelerate your Cyber Security transformation visit: https://www.ibm.com/ae-en/security
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About GBM

With more than 30 years of experience, 7 offices and over 1500 employees 
across the region - Gulf Business Machines (GBM) is a leading end-to-end 
digital solutions provider, offering the region’s broadest portfolio, including 
industry-leading digital infrastructure, digital business solutions, security and 
services.

They have nurtured partnerships with the world’s leading technology 
companies and invested in a talented, skilled workforce to implement 
solutions that cater to customer’s specific, complex and diverse business 
needs. With on-the ground, readily available expertise, GBM provides 
round-the-clock support to customers across the region.


